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Abstract 
Distributed estimation algorithms over Wireless Sensor Networks have been widely studied since the seminal work of Tsitsiklis.  The goal of these 
algorithms is to make the network reach a consensus over the value of interest by means of local communications between the sensors. Currently there 
are no techniques for distributed estimation under dynamic communication constraints.  Existing centralized multi sensor estimation techniques assume 
that the choice of which data to send from any particular sensor to the centralized node is fixed.  This approach suffers serious disadvantages and is 
typically feasible for certain non critical static sensor situation.  Future research is likely to focus on developing multi sensor estimation problem where 
there are time varying communication bandwidth constraints.  This paper gives a brief survey of various distributed estimation algorithms applied to 
address the WSN issues like optimal design, node localization, data aggregation, clustering, node deployment, and target tracking. 
 
Index Terms— Distributed estimation, Wireless sensor networks, Sensor design, Target tracking, Fusion, Localization, Deployment 
 
I. Introduction 
 

A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a network of 
distributed autonomous devices that can sense or monitor 
physical or environmental conditions cooperatively [1], 
each with finite battery lifetime and thus limited computing 
and communication capabilities.  WSNs are used in 
numerous applications such as environmental monitoring, 
habitat monitoring, prediction and detection of natural 
calamities, medical monitoring and structural health 
monitoring.  Major challenges in WSN are, Design and 
Deployment, Localization, Data Aggregation and Sensor 
fusion, Energy aware Routing and Clustering, Scheduling, 
Security and Quality of Service management. 

WSNs are capable of collecting an massive amount 
of data over space and time.  Often the ultimate aim is to 
derive an estimate of a parameter or function (eg. source 
localization, spatial distributions) from these data.  The 
paper [12] investigates a general class of distributed 
algorithms for in-network data processing, eliminating the 
need to transmit raw data to a central point.  This can 
provide considerable reductions in the amount of 
communication and energy required to obtain an precise 
estimate.  In many realistic scenarios, the distributed 
algorithms are much more efficient in terms of energy and 
communications than centralized estimation schemes.  The  
theory is verified through simulated applications in strong 

estimation , source localization, cluster analysis and density 
estimation. 

WSNs are often self configured networks with little 
or no pre-established infrastructure as well as a topology 
that can change dynamically.  There may be physical 
obstacles in the network environment that can degrade 
considerably the wireless links among sensors. Since data 
are collected by sensors at geographically different 
locations, estimation using a WSN requires not only local 
information processing but also inter sensor 
communications.  To maximize battery lifetime and reduce 
communication bandwidth, it is essential for each sensor to 
nearby compress its observed data so that only low rate 
inter sensor communication is required.  This motivate joint 
design of the Compression-estimation module per sensor 
[2] . 
 

The design of distributed algorithms should be 
coupled with the underlying WSN topology.  Two popular 
wireless sensor network deployments characterized by the 
presence or absence of a Fusion Center (FC).  When a fusion 
center is present, there is no inter sensor communication; 
communication is only between sensors and the FC.  The 
FC collects locally processed data and produces a final 
estimate (Figure 1).  In ad hoc WSNs, there is no FC, the 
network is itself responsible for processing the collected 
information and to this end, and sensors communicate with 
each other through the shared wireless medium. 
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Figure 1: A WSN topology with an FC 
 

A WSN is composed of a large number of 
geographically distributed sensor nodes.  Though each 
sensor is characterized by low power constraint and limited 
computation and communication capabilities due to 
various design considerations such as small size battery, 
bandwidth and cost, potentially powerful networks can be 
constructed to accomplish various high level tasks via 
sensor cooperation such as Distributed Estimation, 
Distributed detection, and Target Localization and 
Tracking[6].  The objective of this paper is to give a brief 
idea about various distributed estimation algorithms to 
handle the WSN issues. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: distributed 
estimation and a few estimation algorithm is briefly 
outlined in sections II.  Sections III to VII discuss 
applications of distributed estimation in node design and 
deployment, node localization, data fusion, target tracking 
and node coverage.  Finally the concluding remarks and a 
future directions are given in section VIII 
 
II. Distributed Estimation: 
 

Distributed Estimation of unknown deterministic 
parameters by a set of distributed sensor nodes and a 
fusion center has become an important topic in signal 
processing research for WSNs.  Subject to a severe 
Bandwidth and Energy constraints, each sensor in WSNs is 
allowed to transmit only a quantized version of its raw 
measurement to the fusion center.  Instead of sending the 
real value observations to the fusion center directly, 
quantization at the local sensors is essential to reduce the 
communication bandwidth and energy cost. 

A WSN consists of a large number of sensors, 
where each sensor is capable of sensing, processing and 
transmitting environmental information.  These capabilities 
make it possible to use WSNs in many applications.  In 
most of these applications one need to estimate an 
unknown parameter using discrete time samples collected 
across sensors.  It is not possible to send all data samples to 
a central location for processing.  Based on WSN topology 
(ie. WSN with FC and Ad-hoc WSN), there are two 
different ways for distributed estimation.  The main goal in 

distributed estimation algorithm is to distribute the 
computations of estimation task between sensors and FC(in 
FC based WSN) and totally between sensors in adhoc 
WSNs.  In FC based distributed estimation, the basic idea is 
to reduce the bits needed to encode the local 
measurements.   

The optimal distributed estimators depend on the 
parametric model and the noise Probability density 
function (pdf).  Such applications motivate universal 
distributed estimators that are independent of the noise or 
parameter distributions under either bandwidth or energy 
constraints.  Recently distributed adaptive estimation 
algorithms have been proposed for distributed estimation 
in ad-hoc sensor networks.  Diffusion implementation of 
distributed adaptive estimation algorithms are developed.  
Diffusion based method need more communication resources 
while have better performance.  In [18], the scheme 
performs the estimation locally and recursively by the 
sensors measuring the parameter.  Each sensor performs 
estimation based on its own measurement and the 
intermediate estimation results from its upstream sensor.  
The last sensor delivers the computed estimate to the 
destination. 

In [20], the algorithm for estimating random 
signals using data collected by an ad-hoc WSNs based on 
successive refinement of local estimates.  At each 
transmission cycle of the algorithm, information is 
exchanged among single hop neighbors only; the 
information received from these neighbors is then used to 
improve their local estimate. 

The robustness, flexibility and reduced cost of 
WSNs motivate the development of new classes of 
estimation algorithms, which need to be designed 
considering the limited computational and communication 
capabilities of such systems.  Collaboration is suitable to 
overcome intrinsic limitations in processing measurements 
from only a single sensor, which often provide data with 
correlated data and quantization noise.  The main 
contribution of the paper [21] is a theoretical framework to 
the design of a collaborative distributed filter for tracking a 
time-varying signal with a WSN.  The approach ensures 
that the filter is stable and exhibits good behavior with 
respect to packet losses. 

 The paper [22] focuses on estimating the 
maximum of the initial measures in a WSN.  Two different 
algorithms are studied: RANDOM GOSSIP, relying on 
pairwise exchanges between the nodes and the 
BROADCAST, in which each sensor sends its value to all its 
neighbors.  Both are asynchronous and distributed.  To 
share the maximum value over the entire network, the 
standard Random pair wise Gossip approach can be used, 
but it does not take benefit of the broadcast nature of the 
wireless channel.  Broadcasting causes a major issue for 
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averaging algorithms because the sum of measures is not 
conserved so the broadcast-based algorithms do not 
generally converge the statistical average.  This is obviously 
not a problem while estimating the maximum value.  
Hence broadcasting information can be a good way to 
speed up convergence for the distributed estimation of the 
maximum in a WSN. 

In [23], the authors consider the problem of 
distributed adaptive estimation in WSNs for two different 
observation noise conditions.  In the first case, assume that 
there are some sensors with high observation noise 
variance (noisy sensors) in the network.  In the second case, 
different variance for observation noise is assumed among 
the sensors which is more close to real scenario.  In both 
cases, an initial estimate of each sensor’s observation noise 
is obtained and then according to the extracted information, 
the IDLMS algorithm was modified.  IDLMS, is distributed, 
cooperative and able to respond in real time to changes in 
the environment. 

The Paper [24] deal with linear estimation of random 
signals based on reduced-dimensionality observations 
collected at distributed sensors and communicated to a 
fusion center through wireless links.  Dimensionality 
reduction compresses sensor data to meet low power and 
bandwidth constraints.  Canonical Correlation 
Analysis(CCA) is a well documented tool for data and 
model reduction problems encountered in various 
applications such as statistical data analysis, control, signal 
processing and econometrics.  CCA provides a natural 
framework for estimating a random signal vector of interest 
based on reduced dimensionality WSN observations. 

Distributed state estimation in WSNs has received 
some attention recently.  It is often desirable to limit inter-
sensor communications to nearby sensors.  Estimation 
schemes and network topologies using a Fusion center may 
be less suited in this respect because the sensor data have to 
be communicated to a central location where the final 
processing takes place.  In contrast, fully decentralized 
schemes without a FC use extensive in-network processing 
and neighbor-to-neighbor communication to achieve low 
energy consumption and high robustness to node failure. In 
[8] , an optimal distributed Bayesian estimation algorithm that 
is sequential both in time and in space ie.across sensors and 
requires only local communication between neighboring 
sensors.  For the linear/Gaussian case, the algorithm 
reduces to a time-space sequential, distributed form of the 
kalman filter.  This estimator algorithm can be used in 
Target tracking problem. 
 Estimation of Distribution Algorithms(EDAs)refer 
to a class of Evolutionary Algorithms(EAs) based on 
statistical modeling of the search space instead of 
traditional genetic operators such as crossover and 
mutation.  In addition to sharing the robustness and global 

optimization ability of Eas, the unique feature of EDAs is 
that they are capable of building a principled statistical 
model of the distribution of promising individuals and 
using this model to conduct highly efficient searching.  
Dependence chain models, Dependence tree models and 
Bayesian networks are some of the statistical models.  For 
continuous optimization problems, Gaussian models are 
most widely employed mainly due to its computational 
efficiency.  There are two categories for dynamic 
optimization.  The first one is based on the idea of 
maintaining a memory of good individuals that the 
algorithm has come across during the search.  The second is 
based on the idea of random immigrations, which means 
new individuals are introduced into the main population 
from time to time, mainly for the purpose of diversity 
maintenance.  
 
 Source Direction of Arrival(DOA) estimation is one of 
the challenging problem in WSN.  DOA estimation is an 
important problem in WSN to estimate the source location 
which is an well known problem in the fields of Radar, 
Sonar, radio-astronomy, underwater Surveillance and 
Seismology etc.  Many suboptimal techniques are available 
such as Multiple signal classification(MUSIC), Estimation of 
Signal Parameters via Rotational Invariance Technique 
(ESPRIT).  The ML technique is used [11] here because of its 
superior statistical performance compared to spectral based 
methods.  The ML method is a standard technique in 
Statistical estimation theory.  To obtain the Exact Maximum 
Likelihood(EML) solutions, the DOAs must be estimated by 
optimizing a complicated non linear multimodal function 
over a high-dimensional problem space.  An Adaptive PSO 
based solution is proposed here to compute the ML 
functions and explore the potential of superior 
performances over traditional PSO algorithms. 
 In the paper [15], a new iterative, distributed 
approach for Linear Minimum Mean Square Error(LMMSE) 
estimation in graphical models with cycles.  Embedded 
Subgraphs Algorithm is robust to temporary 
communication faults such as failing links and sleeping 
nodes and enjoys guaranteed convergence under relatively 
mild conditions. 
 To deal with more realistic scenario, different 
variance for observation noise is assumed for sensors in the 
network.  To solve the problem of different variance of 
observation noise, the method in paper[16] is divided into 
two phases: Estimating each sensor’s observation noise 
variance and using the estimated variances to obtain the 
desired parameter.  This algorithm is based on a diffusion 
Least Mean Square implementation with linear combiner 
model. 
 
III. Design  
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A Memetic Algorithm(MA) for the dynamic 

optimal design of WSNs is proposed in the paper [28].  A 
fixed wireless network of sensors of different operating 
modes was considerd on a grid deployment and the MA 
system decided which sensors should be active, which ones 
should operate as Cluster Heads and whether each of the 
remaining active nodes should have High or Low signal 
range.  During optimization, parameters of network 
connectivity, energy conservation as well as application 
requirements were taken into account. 
 
IV. Target tracking 
 

In the paper [7] ,the authors present a systematic 
analysis framework for mobile sensor networks with a 
flocking-based mobility control model that run a novel 
distributed Kalman filtering algorithm for collaborative 
tracking of a single target.  Collaborative tracking of 
multiple targets(or events) in an environment arise in a 
variety of surveillance and security applications and 
intelligent transportation.  Distibuted estimation for static 
sensor networks has attracted many researchers in recent 
years.  The existing distributed algorithms for target 
tracking using mobile sensor networks are extremly limited 
to a few instances.  Information driven flocking algorithm is 
effectively applicable to track both a linear and a nonlinear 
maneuverable target. 
 
V. Fusion  
 

The paper [10], address the problem  of optimizing 
the detection performance of sensor networks under 
communication constraints on the common access channel.  
It helps to understand tradeoffs between sensor network 
parameters like number of sensors, degree of quantization 
at each local sensor and Signal to Noise Ratio(SNR). 

Distributed fusion is conceptually more complex 
and the required bandwidth is also higher.  Decentralized 
Kalman Filters are often used in multisensor target tracking 
as such a distributed fusion architecture has several 
advantages compared with centralized ones[19]. 

In [4], each node in a WSN has complete 
information about the parameter being sensed.  This is in 
contrast to the snapshot aggregation, where the sensed 
parametera are aggregated at the intermediate nodes till the 
final aggregated result reaches the root.  Each node in this 
algorithm, instead of unicasting its sensed information to 
its parent, broadcasts its estimate to all its neighbors.  This 
makes the protocol more fault tolerant and increases the 
information availability in the network.  This is an energy 
efficient aggregation algorithm for WSNs that is secure and 

robust against malicious insider attack by any 
compromised or faulty node in the network. 

A sensor network optimization method is given in 
[25].  Long communication distances between sensors and a 
sink in a sensor network can greatly drain the energy of 
sensors and reduce the lifetime of a network.  By clustering 
a sensor network into a number of independent clusters 
using a Genetic Algorithm.  Transfer Energy(E) represents 
the energy consumed to transfer the aggregated message 
from the cluster to the sink.  For a cluster with ‘m’ member 
nodes, cluster transfer energy is defined as,  

E=∑ 𝑇𝐸𝑚
𝑖=1 RCHi+ ((m-1)+ TECHs  

  

The first term of Equation (TE) shows the energy consumed 
to transmit messages from m member nodes to the cluster 
head. The second term ((m-1)*ER) shows the energy 
consumed by the cluster head to receive m messages from 
the member nodes. Finally, the third term (TE) represents 
the energy needed to transmit from the cluster head to the 
sink.       
  
VI.Localization 
 

Node localization refers to creating location 
awareness in deployed nodes.  Location information is used 
in geometric aware routing.  Wireless sensor networks are 
widely adopted in many location sensitive applications 
including disaster management, Environmental 
monitoring, Military applications where the precise 
estimation of each node position is inevitably important 
when the absolute positions of a relatively small portion as 
anchor nodes of the underlying network were 
predetermined. Localization is an unconstrained 
optimization problem based on various distance or path 
measures. 
 Most of the existing localization methods focus on 
using different heuristic based or mathematical techniques 
to increase the precision in position estimation.  However, 
there were recent studies showing that nature-inspired 
algorithms like the Ant-based or Genetic algorithms can 
effectively solve many complex optimization problems.  In 
many applications, sensors have to know their geographical 
locations.  Global Positioning System(GPS) can be used for 
a sensor to locate itself.  In reality, it is not practical to use 
GPS in every sensor node because a sensor network 
consists of thousands of nodes and GPS becomes very 
costly.  To solve the problem, many localization methods 
have been developed.  Instead of requiring every node to 
have GPS installed, all localization methods assume only 
few nodes(≥3) are equipped with GPS hardware.  These 
nodes are called anchor or beacon nodes and they know 
their positions without communicating with other nodes,  
other normal sensors then obtain distance information 
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through talking to each other and derive their positions 
based on the information.  A good localization protocol 
should reduce the error in position estimation by using 
reasonable number of messages.  Most of the existing works 
focus on increasing the accuracy in position estimation by 
using different mathematical techniques such as 
triangulation, multi lateration, multidimensional scaling, 
convex optimization etc.  In these methods information 
provided by every anchor node is used without considering 
the position of that anchor.  There is only limited research 
on studying the significance of anchor nodes selection, 
particularly for localization algorithms in anisotropic 
sensor networks.  A network is isotropic if measurements in 
all directions are exhibiting the same properties; otherwise 
it is anisotropic.[13] 
 Many applications and communication protocols 
of the WSNs are based on the location information of 
sensor nodes.  Therefore, how to get the location 
knowledge of sensor nodes based on limited resources is an 
important issue for WSNs.  The location estimation 
algorithm for WSNs can be categorized as range based and 
range free schemes [17].  The range based scheme 
determines the distance between two different sensor nodes 
based on a variety of information such as Time of Arrival 
(TOA), Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA), Angle of 
Arrival (AOA) or Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI).  
After the distance has been determined, the location can be 
estimated according to the distance information.  The 
estimation of the above technologies can be affected by 
multipath and noise.  Moreover these schemes often need 
to equip with additional hardware.  Consequently range 
based schemes are impractical solutions for a resource 
limited WSNs. 

Because of the drawbacks of range based schemes, 
many range free solutions of the positioning system are 
presented: based on the concept of distance vector routing, 
Convex Position Estimation Algorithm, Point In 
Triangulation (PIT) scheme.  To improve centralized 
algorithm, a Distributed location estimation algorithm is 
proposed.  It has a better scalability.  In some applications, 
mobile beacon nodes are dispatched to improve the 
accuracy of localization. In [17], each normal node gathers 
the nearby beacon node’s locations and then estimates its 
own location. 
 A distributed sensor positioning method based on 
multidimensional scaling is proposed in [30], to get the 
accurate position estimation and reduce error cumulation.  
Comparing to other positioning methods with very few 
anchors, it can accurately estimate the sensor’s positions in 
network with anisotropic topology and complex terrain as 
well as eliminate measurement error cumulation.  Also 
propose an on demand position estimation method based 

on multidimensional scaling for one or more adjacent 
sensors positioning. 
 In [29], a short survey of the localization strategies 
and systems using global optimization method is 
presented. 
 
VII. Node Deployment 
 

WSN deployment problem refers to determining 
positions for sensor nodes or base stations such that the 
desired coverage, connectivity and energy efficiency can be 
achieved with as few nodes as possible.  In most 
applications a random deployment is required and sensor 
nodes usually scatter from an aircraft.  In this deployment 
method sensor density is not equal in different places so 
some places could not be covered because of lack of sensor 
nodes in that place.  These uncovered areas are called 
coverage holes which must be covered. 

The coverage is one of the most important 
problems in Wireless Sensor networks.  The design 
criterions for coverage techniques are, Deployment 
Strategy(deterministic Vs random grid based), Sensing 
model(Boolean, probabilistic), Sensing area(depending on 
sensing model), sensor mobility, Algorithm 
characteristics(Centralized, distributed)[26]. 
   There are different strategies for solving coverage 
problem which are categorized into 3 groups based on the 
approaches used, namely force based, grid based, and 
computational geometry based.  Force based strategies use 
attraction and repulsion forces to determine the optimal 
position of the sensors.  Grid based strategies use grid 
points for determining the optimal position of the sensors.  
As for the computational geometry approach, voronoi 
diagram and Delaunay triangulation are commonly used in 
WSN coverage optimization algorithm.  Coverage can be 
classified into three classes; Area coverage, Point coverage 
and Barrier(Path) coverage.  Area coverage is on how to 
cover an area with the sensors,  Point coverage deals with 
coverage for a set of points interest.  Decreasing the 
probability of undetected penetration is the main issue in 
barrier coverage.  In [14],area coverage is used, where the 
objective is to maximize the coverage percentage.  Existence 
of coverage holes are very important in WSN and must be 
covered to increase QoS and the accuracy.  Many researches 
exist that try to cover these holes.  Most of the researches 
consider the network to be mobile or hybrid.  Most of the 
nodes in hybrid network are stationary and there are few 
mobile nodes.  The main objective of using mobile sensor 
nodes is to heal coverage holes after the initial network 
deployment, such that the area coverage can be maximized 
while incurring the least moving cost. 
 When designing a hole healing algorithm, the 
following issues need to be addressed.  First, how to 
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distinguish the existence of a coverage hole and how to 
estimate the size of a hole.  Second, what are the best target 
locations to relocate mobile nodes to repair coverage holes.  
Third, how to dispatch mobile nodes to the target locations 
while minimizing the moving and messaging cost. 
 A good coverage should minimize the overlap 
among the ranges of the clusters and cover all the sensors 
deployed within the monitored region.  Minimum overlap 
among clusters is also desirable for energy efficiency 

because it reduces the number of cluster heads in the 
network and improves the efficiency of algorithms such as 
data aggregation and routing executed at the cluster heads. 
A Distributed Energy Efficient Clustering with Improved 
Coverage(DEECIC) distributed clustering algorithm is 
proposed in [27], that considers both energy and 
topological features of sensor network. 
 

 
TABLE 1 
SUMMARY OF DISTRIBUTED ESTIMATION ALGORTHMS IN WSN 
Task of distributed 
estimation 

Criterion  Algorithm Ref . Centralized/ 
Distributed 

Study 

Scheduling of 
sensors to 
alternate between 
active and inactive 
nodes 

Full coverage, Max. 
lifetime, min.energy 
consumption 

Memetic Algorithm(MA) [37] Distributed Simulation  

Localize nodes Min. estimation error Micro Genetic Algorithm [38] 
[13] 

Distributed Simulation  

Tracking of a 
single target 

Min. estimation error Kalman consensus 
filtering(KCF) 

[7] Distributed Simulation  

Noise corrupted 
deterministic 
parameter 
estimation 

Min.MSE Optimal/quasi optimal rate 
constrained distributed 
estimation Algm. 

[3] 
[6] 
[18] 

Distributed Simulation  

Data aggregation Reduce 
communication 
overhead 

Covariance Intersection(CI) 
Algm. 

[4] Distributed Simulation  

Source localization Fast convergence APSO-EML DOA [11] Distributed Simulation  
Node placement Reduce 

communication 
&computation cost 

Distributed location 
estimation Algm.(DLE) 

[17] Distributed Simulation  

Max. value 
estimation 

Fast convergence RANDOM 
GOSSIP&BROADCAST 

[22] Distributed Simulation  

Adaptive 
estimation to deal 
with noisy sensors 

Limits 
communication 
overhead 

Incremental Distributed 
least mean square(IDLMS) 

[23] Distributed Simulation  

Sensor data 
compression 

Reduced power and 
Bandwidth 

Reduced dimensionality [24] Distributed Simulation  

Clustering  Prolong network 
lifetime and improve 
network coverage 

DEECIC(Distributed 
Energy-Efficient Clustering 
with improved Coverage 

 
[27] 

Distributed Simulation 

 
 
 
VIII. Conclusions and Future direction 
 

A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a network of 
distributed autonomous devices that can sense or monitor 
physical or environmental conditions cooperatively, each 

with finite battery lifetime and thus limited computing and 
communication capabilities.  WSNs are capable of 
collecting an enormous amount of data over space and 
time.  Often the ultimate objective is to derive an estimate 
of a parameter or function (eg.source localization, spatial 
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distributions) from these data.   This paper gives a brief 
survey of various distributed estimation algorithms applied 
to address the WSN issues like optimal design, node 
localization, data aggregation, clustering, node 
deployment, and target tracking. 
 
  Future works include, development of robust, 
accurate and scalable location system is still a challenging 
task.  Investigate localization problems for mobile sensors 
in wireless ad-hoc sensor networks.  The investigation of 
the Memetic Algorithm approach and its possible use in 
other applications of genetic algorithms needs further 
research and can lead to the development of more 
advanced memetic algorithm.  Extends the coverage 
algorithms in large scale networks with mobile nodes and 
the fault tolerant management in the WSNs  to be consider.  
For the rate constrained distributed estimation assuming 
noises among different sensors are correlated and the 
channels from the local sensors to the fusion center are not 
error free.  Designing an integrated approach towards 
development of a data aggregation model that combines 
several important issues such as security, processing 
overhead, communication overhead, energy consumption 
and data compression rate and also the applicability of the 
work to multi-sink scenarios. 
 

WSN issues such as node deployment, localization, 
energy-aware clustering and data aggregation are often 
formulated as optimization problems.  Bio inspired 
optimization methods are computationally efficient 
alternatives to analytical methods.  So we can make use of 
this algorithm. 
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